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Abstract
Telerobotic systems have traditionally been designed and
operated from a human point of view. Though this approach
suffices for some domains, it is sub-optimal for tasks such as
operating multiple vehicles or controlling planetary rovers.
Thus, we believe it is worthwhile to examine a new
approach: collaborative control. In this robot-centric
teleoperation model, instead of the human always being "in
charge", the robot works as a peer and makes requests of the
human. In other words, the human is treated as an imprecise,
limited source of information, planning and capability, just
as other noisy system modules. To examine the numerous
human-machine interaction and design issues raised by this
new approach, we are building a vehicle teleoperation
system using collaborative control. In this paper, we present
our current design and implementation.

Introduction

Human as Controller
Telerobotics has traditionally been human-centric. Since
telerobotics evolved directly from other human controlled
devices, this approach seems only natural. Whatever the
system and regardless the operational model the paradigm
has always been human-as-controller: the human receives
information, processes it, and selects an action. The action
then becomes the control input to the system. For telerobot-
ics, however, this human-machine relationship often proves
to be inefficient and ineffective.

The first problem with human-as-controller is that it con-
sumes valuable human resources and may awkwardly bind
the system’s capability to the operator’s skill. These difficul-
ties are particularly acute with direct teleoperation. Some of
the common problems are" operator handicap (skill, knowl-
edge, training), sensorimotor limits (reaction time, decision
speed), cognitive and perceptual errors (judgement, mis-
classification), and physical difficulties (nausea, fatigue)
(Ferrel 1967, Sanders 1993, Sheridan 1992).

The second problem with human-as-controller is that the
quality of the human-machine connection significantly
impacts performance. An effective operator interface (or
control station) is critical for conveying information and
feedback to the operator. Inadequate displays, inappropriate
modeling, and inefficient control inputs contribute to opera-

tor error (Murphy 1996). Additionally, if the operator and
robot are widely separated, communications may be
affected by noise or signal transmission delays. Delay is
particularly insidious because it can make direct teleopera-
tion impractical or impossible (Sheridan 1993).

The third manner in which human-as-controller causes
problems is the imbalance in roles (human as supervisor/
master, robot as subordinate/slave). Whenever the human is
"in-the-loop", he has reduced capacity for performing other
tasks. Additionally, since the robot is under human control,
the system halts whenever the robot waits for direction.
Finally, the imbalance in operational dialogue (human com-
mands, robot responds) means the relationship between
human and robot is forever static.

Vehicle Teleoperation

Consider the task of remotely driving a robotic vehicle. The
basic problems are: figuring out where the vehicle is, deter-
mining where it should go, and getting it there. These prob-
lems can be difficult to solve, particularly if the vehicle
operates in a hazardous environment with poor communica-
tions. This is common with exploration robots (Mishkin
1997, Hine 1995) and unmanned ground vehicles (Shoe-
maker 1990). The difficulty increases when we add addi-
tional constraints such as operator variation, multiple
vehicles, high delay, and moving (or malignant) hazards.

It has been shown that humans in continuous, direct con-
trol limit vehicle teleoperation performance. (McGovern
1988) conducted a study of rate-controlled ground vehicles
and reported operator problems including slow driving,
imprecise control, loss of situational awareness, poor atti-
tude and depth judgement, and failure to detect obstacles.
McGovern concluded that many vehicle failures (collision,
roll over, etc.) were traceable to these operator problems.

Yet, even if a telerobotic vehicle has autonomous capa-
bilities (route following, obstacle avoidance, etc.) and can
be operated in a supervisory mode, fixed control flow may
still restrict system efficiency. The Sojourner rover on
Mars, for example, was operated via high-level command
scripts received from earth-based operators (Mishkin
1997). Since these scripts were manually created and
uploaded once per day, the overall system throughput (sci-
ence return) was severely limited.
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Collaborative Control

As we have seen, there are numerous problems and liml-
tations arising from the conventional human-as-controller
model. Since we would like to construct teleoperation sys-
tems which are able to operate flexibly and robustly in diffi-
cult environments, in spite of poor communications, and
with high performance regardless of variations between
operators, we need a new approach. Therefore, instead of
human-as-controller, we propose the following:

Teleoperation can be significantly improved by model-
ing the human as collaborator rather than controller.

In this new collaborative control model a human operator
and robot are peers who work together, collaborating to per-
form tasks and to achieve common goals. Instead of a
supervisor dictating to a subordinate, the human and the
robot engage in constructive dialogue to exchange their
ideas and resolve their differences. Instead of the human
being completely "in control", the robot is more equal and
can treat the human as an imprecise, limited source of plan-
ning and information, just like other noisy system modules.

An important consequence of collaborative control is that
the robot can decide how to use human advice: to follow it
when available and relevant; to modify (or ignore) it when
inappropriate or unsafe. For example, if the robot is operat-
ing autonomously and has problems, it can ask the operator
"what should I do?" If the human is capable of responding
(and can do so in a timely fashion), then the advice will 
used. However, if the advice is late (e.g,. due to communi-
cation delay) or unsafe (e.g., "drive off that cliff"), then 
robot may view the advice with skepticism and disagree.

In short, when we construct a teleoperation system,
rather than designing only from a human-centric viewpoint
(human-as-controller), we also consider issues from 
robot-centric perspective (human-as-collaborator). This 
not to say that the robot becomes "master": it remains a
subordinate following higher-level strategy. (goals and
tasks) set by the human. However, with collaborative con-
trol, the robot has more freedom in execution and is able to
better function if the operator is distracted, inattentive,
making errors, etc. As a result, teleoperation becomes more
adaptable, more flexible and better able to accommodate
varying levels of autonomy and interaction.

The term collaborative control is quite apt. We use it
because it is analogous to the interaction between human
collaborators. Specifically, when we engage in collabora-
tion, we encourage each collaborator to work with others
towards a common goal. We also allow each collaborator to
take self-initiative and to contribute as best he can. At the
same time, however, we leave room for discussion and
negotiation, so that potential solutions are not missed.

Collaborative control raises many human-machine inter-
action and system design issues. In particular, when we
build a collaborative control system, we must consider how
to support human-machine dialogue, how to make the robot
more aware, how to handle human-machine interaction,
how to design the user interface, and how to handle
dynamic control and data flow.

Related Research

Supervisory Control

Supervisory control emerged from research on earth-based
teleoperation of lunar vehicles (Ferrel 1967). The term
supervisory control is from the analogy between a supervi-
sor’s interaction with subordinate staff and an operator’s
interaction with a robot (Sheridan 1992). With supervisory
control, an operator divides a problem into a sequence of
tasks which a robot can achieve on its own. Supervisory
control is used most often for telemanipulation (e.g., Black-
mon 1996), though some work in vehicle teleoperation has
been done (Wettergreen 1995, Lin 1995, and Stone 1996).

In a sense, supervisory control models military structure:
hierarchical, rigid control flow, supervisor "in charge" and
subordinates restricted in what they can do. Collaborative
control more closely resembles a research group. Although
collaborative control has hierarchy, it’s control is more flex-
ible and dynamic. Furthermore, each collaborator has
greater freedom to take the initiative and to lead.

Multi-operator and Cooperative Teleoperation

In multi-operator teleoperation, multiple operators share or
trade control. (Cannon 1997) describes the use of "virtual
tools" for telemanipulation. In his system, operators use
these tools to define key actions at a supervisory level. A
networked interface allows multiple operators to share con-
trol. Cannon refers to this interaction as "collaborative con-
trol" since multiple operators collaborate to effect control.

Cooperative teleoperation, also known as teleassistance,
tries to improve teleoperation by supplying aid (data filter-
ing, decision-making tools, etc.) to the operator in the same
manner an expert renders assistance. For example, (Murphy
1996) describes a teleassistance system which combines 
limited autonomy robot architecture with a knowledge-
based operator assistant. During teleoperation, this system
provides "strategic assistance" so that the operator and
robot can cooperate in cognitively demanding tasks.

Human-Robot Control Architectures

Although most robot control architectures are designed for
autonomy, some have addressed the problem of mixing
humans with robots. One approach is to directly incorporate
humans into the design, i.e., as a system element. DAMN,
for example, is a behavior-based architecture in which indi-
vidual modules vote on possible actions (Rosenblatt 1995).
Command arbitration allows modules as disparate as auton-
omous safety behaviors and teleoperation to coexist.

Another approach is the use of prioritized control, in
which operator commands may be overridden by autono-
mous modules. The best-known example of this is NAS-
REM, which explicitly incorporated an operator interface
into a layered, hierarchical control system (Albus 1987).
More recently, the concept of safeguarded teleoperation
has been used to enable novices to teleoperate a planetary
rover (Krotkov 1996).
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Vehicle Teleoperation Systems

During the past twenty years, the majority of work in vehi-
cle teleoperation has centered on rate-controlled systems
for use in hazardous environments. These remote vehicles
(e.g., underwater ROV’s) are typically operated with sin-
gle-mode "inside-out" control: the operator controls the
vehicle’s rotation and translation rates via hand-controllers
and receives feedback from on-board video cameras and
sensors. (McGovern 1988) reports on work with a fleet 
ground vehicles, ranging from small indoor robots to large
outdoor military automobiles.

More recently, vehicle teleoperation systems have
emphasized the use of multi-modal operator interfaces and
supervisory control. Multi-modal interfaces provide the
operator with a variety of control modes (individual actua-
tor, coordinated motion, etc.) and displays (text, visual,
haptic). Supervisory control is often used to compensate for
a variety of problems, most often poor communications.
Recent systems include: Dante II (Fong 1995), STRIPE
(Kay 1997), VEVI (Hine 1995), Nomad (Wettergreen
1996), and Sojourner (Mishkin 1997).

Research Issues

The collaborative control model creates a number of funda-
mental research issues. In particular, it significantly
changes how we design and operate telerobotic systems.
Collaborative control forces us to reexamine teleoperation:
to approach it not only from human viewpoint, but also
from a robotic perspective.

Dialogue

In order to use collaborative control, we must build a sys-
tem with the capacity for dialogue. That is, we need to
enable the operator and the robot to converse, to exchange
opinions, and to negotiate. Each one should be able to say
"here is what I think", to ask "what do you think?" and to
interpret the response. For example:

robot: Based on a priori map data, I think I should
go to point ’B’ directly.

operator: No, it is better to go to point ’A’ first and
then to point ’B’.

robot: I think the path to ’A’ is blocked. Look at
this image and tell me if you agree.

operator: Sorry, I’m too busy to look at it.

robot: In that case, I’m going to wander until I find
an unobstructed path to ’B’. When you have
time, I’ll tell you what happens.

Though simple, there is a strong dynamic at work here. Ini-
tially, the robot seeks advice and the human provides a
response. Since the response is unhelpful, the robot offers
additional detail and asks for clarification. By this point, the
human has become unavailable. So, the robot takes the ini-

tiative and suspends the dialogue until a later point in time.
In this scenario, we see the human and the robot working
together as peers, not supervisor and subordinate.

In short, good dialogue is two-way: it requires each party
to understand to what the other is saying and to speak so the
other can understand. To an extent, traditional teleoperation
has dialogue (i.e., the feedback loop), but the conversation
is limited. Dialogue offers the potential for richer, more
flexible teleoperation. However, it creates questions such
as: "When should the robot ’speak’ ?", "How does the robot
format its queries?" and "What language features are
required for effective communication?"

Awareness

Under collaborative control, the robot is free to use the
human such that its needs are best satisfied (e.g., making
queries in different ways and frequencies). But, as a conse-
quence, the robot needs to have awareness: it must be
aware of its capabilities as well as those of the human. Spe-
cifically, the robot has to be able to adapt to different opera-
tors and to adjust the dialogue as needed. For example, it
should ask questions based on the operator’s capacity to
answer (i.e., a geologist and a roboticist differ in expertise).
Similarly, it should handle information received from a
novice differently than that received from an expert.

However, awareness does not imply that the robot needs
to be fully sentient. It merely means that the robot be capa-
ble of detecting limitations (in what it can do and what the
human can do), judging the quality of information it
receives, and recognizing when it has to solve problems on
its own. The research questions are: "At what level does the
robot need to model the human?", "How does robot adapt
to different operators?", and "How does the robot handle
conflicting or unreliable information?".

Human-Machine Interaction

When we build a collaborative control system, the tradi-
tional roles of operator and robot change. Instead of a sub-
ordinate awaiting direction, the robot is a co-worker
seeking dialogue. Though the human may make requests,
there is no need for the robot to strictly obey them. This
frees the human from performing continuous control or
supervision. If the human is available, he can provide direc-
tion. But, if he is not, the system can still function. This
allows use of human perception and cognition without
requiring time-critical response.

Collaborative control also changes the way we view tele-
robotics. In conventional systems, there is an underlying
notion of robot as tool: the robot extends human sensing
and acting. With collaborative control, however, the robot is
more equal, more robot as partner. Though the robot may
ask for approval, it is not required to do so. Thus, to under-
stand human-machine interaction with collaborative control
we must answer "How do we decide who is in charge at a
given moment?", "How does the robot recognize when the
human is unavailable or unhelpful?" and "How does the
human-robot relationship change over time?"
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User Interface Design

In traditional teleoperation, the user interface serves only
the operator: displays provide information for human deci-
sion making, mode changes are user triggered, etc. In a col-
laborative control system, however, the user interface also
has to support dialogue and to serve the robot.

Most modern user interfaces are designed with user-cen-
tered methods. In user-centered design, the basic goal is to
support human activity: to enable humans to do things
faster, with fewer errors, and with greater quality (Newman
1995). A variety of human performance or usability metrics
(speed of performance, error rate, etc.) are typically used 
guide the design process.

We can use this approach to develop a collaborative con-
trol interface. For example, we can design dialogue support
to maximize usability (e.g., allow the user to respond by
drawing on maps or images). It is clear, however, that 
strictly user-centered approach has limits. If we focus on
the user, the interface will not support the robot. Thus, col-
laborative control raises the questions: "How useful is user-
centered design?", "How do we consider the robot’s
needs?" and "Should the robot control the user interface?"

Control and Data Flow

Collaborative control adds new constraints to system
design. In traditional teleoperation, the flow of control is
clear: the operator controls the robot’s actions. Though he
may share or trade control, the operator retains ultimate
authority. Collaborative control, however, allows control to
be negotiated. It also allows the robot to consider com-
mands as approximate or noisy. Thus, a collaborative con-
trol system must have command arbitration: a means for
deciding which actions to take over the short and long term.

Another issue concerns the handling of robot questions.
Under collaborative control, robot modules may ask multi-
ple questions of the human at the same time. These ques-
tions may have different forms (text, image, etc.), priority,
validity (temporal, spatial) and difficulty. Thus, a collabora-
tive control system must have query arbitration: a mecha-
nism for choosing which questions to ask based on both
immediate (local) needs and overall (global) strategy.

A related issue is what to do with invalid advice. Con-
sider the situation in which the human answers an outdated
query (i.e., the robot has already made a decision by the
time the human responds). Should the robot ignore the
answer or should it reconsider its action? The problem is
that outdated advice may be hard to distinguish from unsafe
advice. Thus, if we allow a range of users, how do we cope
with the varying speed and quality of information?

Lastly, collaborative control requires flexible data han-
dling. Since humans and robots operate differently, a col-
laborative control system must provide data in a variety of
ways. For example, the human may decide that the terrain is
flat by looking at an image; the robot may decide it is rough
using proprioception. To have meaningful dialogue ("why
do you say it’s rough when it’s flat?"), both need to be able
to exchange and present their data in a coherent manner.

System Design

To examine the numerous human-machine interaction and
system design issues raised by this new approach, we are
building a vehicle teleoperation system based on collabora-
tive control. The following sections describe our current
system design and implementation.

Architecture

Our current collaborative control architecture is shown in
Figure 1. We use a message-based framework to connect
system modules and to distribute information. Each module
is designed to perform a specific high-level function. In the
style of DAMN (Rosenblatt 1995), any task-achieving sys-
tem element is considered a behavior, regardless of com-
plexity or time constant. Thus, a module may be a behavior
or may contain multiple behaviors.

Event Logger ~ [ Query Manager l
record events ~

[ query arbitrationmanage queries I

~.,~%essage~"~’t~ erver ~~...

Robot Controller /
command arbitration I

motion control [m
safeguarding

sensor management

User Interface
process user input

sensor displays

Figure 1. Collaborative control architecture

The primary modules and their respective functions are:

Event Logger. The Event Logger allows the operator to
review what has happened and keep track of the dialogue.
These functions enable an operator who is not performing
continuous control to understand what has transpired in his
absence and to maintain situational awareness.

Query Manager. Decides when and what queries to ask the
operator. All modules send their questions to the Query
Manager, which performs query arbitration to decide which
(and in what order) are forwarded to the operator.

Robot Controller. Performs all robot control functions
including motion control, sensor management, command
arbitration, localization and low-level behaviors (e.g., reac-
tive safeguarding). The Robot Controller is responsible for
coordination and monitoring of robot tasks, environment
modeling and simple navigation (e.g., path tracking).

User Interface. A non-intrusive interface which enables
the operator to efficiently control the robot and which sup-
ports dialogue. The User Interface is described in greater
detail in a following section.
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Dialogue

As we discussed, dialogue offers the potential for richer,
more flexible teleoperation. Effective dialogue, however,
does not require a full and varied language, merely one
which is suited to the task and which precisely communi-
cates information. Thus, in our work, we are using dialogue
only to address vehicle mobility issues (navigation, obsta-
cle avoidance, etc.) and we avoid natural language (which
is often ambiguous and imprecise).

In our collaborative control system, dialogue results from
messages exchanged between the user and the robot. We
classify messages as shown in Table 1. Robot commands
and user statements are uni-directional (i.e., no acknowl-
edgment is expected). Query and response messages are
paired: a query is expected to elicit a subsequent response
(though the response is not required or guaranteed).

Table 1. Dialogue message classes

User -~ Robot Robot --~ User
robot command user statement
(command for the robot) (information for the user)
query-to-robot query-to-user
(question from the user) (question from the robot)
response-from-user response-from-robot
(query-to-user response) (query-to-robot response)

Our current system design contains approximately thirty
dialogue messages, which are intended to promote a lim-
ited, but interesting human-machine conversation. A selec-
tion of these messages is given in Table 2. Note that Table 2
only describes the content of messages (what is said), and
not the expression (how it is conveyed). Message expres-
sion is described in the User Interface section.

All dialogue messages share common properties. Each
message (whether sent by the human or a robot) is marked
with a priority level and a validity period (expiration time).
The Query Manager uses these properties to perform query
arbitration. Additionally, each message contains content-
specific data (text, image, etc.). Each system module (e.g.,
User hlterface) interprets this data as appropriate.

Table 2. Example vehicle mobility dialogue messages

Category Message
query-to- How are you?

robot Where are you?
response- bar graphs (How are you?)
from-robot map (Where are you?)

user How dangerous is it this (image)?
query Where do you think I am (map)?

response- "8" (How dangerous is this?)
from-user position (Where do you think I am?)

robot rotate to X (deg), translate at Y (m/s)
command execute this path (set of waypoints)

user I think I’m stuck because my wheels spin
statement Could not complete task N due to M

User Interface

We designed our user interface to be non-intrusive: to
enable efficient human-machine interaction and minimize
use of human resources (attention, cognition, etc.) Our
interface emphasizes usability (to support a wide range of
users), sensor-fusion based displays (to facilitate compre-
hension), and rapid user input (to minimize response time).

Our interface layout is shown in Figure 2: it has three
modes (control, qitery, and messages) and a mode-specific
interaction area. Each mode supports two dialogue message
classes. Partitioning the dialogue clarifies human-machine
interaction, allowing the user to focus on a specific aspect.
We chose this design to emphasize mode changes (i.e., to
ensure that user is cognizant of the mode) and to facilitate
mode customization (layout, interaction style, etc.).

/ Interaction area

Mode buttons~/-

Figure 2. User interface layout

Proper expression of a message is extremely important: if
a message is not presented clearly, dialogue will be ineffi-
cient. Thus, each mode is designed to express messages dif-
ferently, using a variety of displays and interaction styles.

Control Mode. The Control Mode allows the user to send
robot commands while receiving user statements.The inter-
action area is split: the right half supports command genera-
tion and the left half provides displays. We designed each
sub-mode to be highly accessible: the user can rapidly input

~!i~:~ .

Figure 3. Control mode: vector input and video with overlay
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commands and interpret display information. For example,
in Figure 3, the user controls robot motion by directly spec-
ifying a velocity vector on a moving map display and
observes video containing sensor data overlays.

Query Mode. In Query Mode, the user asks questions
(query-to-robot) and receives answers (response-from-
robot). Whenever Query Mode is active, a set of query-to-
robot messages appear in the left half of the interaction
area. The robot’s response (if any) is displayed to the right.

The manner in which each robot response is shown
depends on its content. In Figure 4, for example, the
response to "How are you?" appears as a set of bar graphs
which display the robot’s current state of health: power
level, roll over danger, and collision danger.

power

rollover danger

¢olllIlon danger

Figure 4. Query mode.

Messages Mode. The Messages Mode lets the user respond
to questions (query-to-user) by sending answers to the
robot (response-from-user). When Messages Mode is
active, it receives any pending query-to-user (selected by
the Query Manager via query arbitration) and presents them
to the user, one at a time. For example, the query-to-user
"How dangerous is this object?" is displayed to the user
with an image for the user to evaluate (see Figure 5). The
user’s response (when given) is then sent to the robot.

how dlngeroul is thlJ obstide (1 is dNth)7

Figure 5. Message mode.

Implementation
We have implemented our collaborative control design
using a PioneerAT mobile robot, wireless communications,
and distributed message-based computing. The system is
shown in Figure 6 below:

Pioneer AT UNIX workstation
..................................... .i wireless !i ...... i .....i ..................

Camera L I video ~ Video L..J user
J’ ’r-I Server II ntefface’’ t wireless [ .

Pioneer ~ data }~ Robot
Controller Controller

I

Sens°rs I I °ue JManager ;agre

I Event /
Logger

Figure 6. Collaborative control implementation

The PioneerAT is a skid-steered wheeled vehicle which
is capable of traversing moderately rough natural terrain.
The PioneerAT is equipped with a ring of ultrasonic sonars,
power monitoring, and drive encoders (see Figure 7). 
pan/tilt/zoom color CCD camera provides on-board video.
An analog video transmitter and a RF modem are used for
robot/control-station communications. A microprocessor-
based Pioneer Controller manages on-board sensors and
controls vehicle motion.

RF modem ~.~

CCD camera

ultrasonic sonar

Figure 7. PioneerAT configuration

All collaborative control modules are run off-board the
robot as independent, distributed processes. A centralized
server-based message system is used to distribute informa-
tion between processes and for inter-module synchroniza-
tion. Although Figure 6 shows all collaborative control
modules contained on a single workstation, they are not
restricted as such and may be distributed and executed on
multiple machines.
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The Event Logger stores event records in a simple, time-
indexed database. The Query Manager performs query
arbitration using a priority and time validity based algo-
rithm. The Robot Controller is based on Saphira (Konolige
1996) and performs command arbitration and motion con-
trol with fuzzy behaviors.

The User Interface is optimized for "single-click" inter-
action (i.e,. it is well suited for touchscreens) and incorpo-
rates video and sound. Since the User Interface executes
within a Web browser (e.g., Netscape Navigator), our col-
laborative control system can be used by multiple users
worldwide and does not require special-purpose control sta-
tion hardware.

Evaluation
Perhaps the most fundamental vehicle teleoperation task is
"A to B". That is, if the robot is initially located at position
A, and if we know how to get to position B (e.g., we have 
map, a world model, or directions), our objective is simply
to control the robot’s actions so that it moves from A to B.
As simple as this task may seem, successful execution is
critical to many vehicle teleoperation applications. In
reconnaissance, for example, mission performance is
directly related to moving quickly and accurately from
point to point. Thus it is important to make execution of "A
to B" as efficient and as likely of success as possible.

If we attempt "A to B" using only direct teleoperation
(i.e., with a minimum of robot autonomy), we find that task
performance can be impacted by a wide range of factors:
operator limitations (cognition, perception, sensorimotor)
communication delay (control instability), poor displays
(misleads or confuses the operator), etc. Alternatively, if 
rely on some level of autonomy to perform "A to B",
unforeseen events, dynamic hazards, and inaccurate (or
inadequate) planning may prevent the task from being
achieved.

We have recently begun studying how collaborative con-
trol influences performance of "A to B". We use the sce-
nario shown in Figure 8: the robot is operating in an
unknown environment and is instructed to make a relative
change in pose (i.e., from A to B). A mixture of dynamic

AO~,
\

/

\
\

Figure 8. "A to B" test scenario
(static obstacles shown in black, dynamic in grey)

(moving) and static obstacles prevent the robot from exe-
cuting a move directly from A to B as well as providing
opportunities for perception and decision making.

The question we would like to answer is: how does per-
formance (completion, execution speed, situational aware-
ness, etc.) change as the dialogue is varied? Specifically,
what effects can we observe as the teleoperation is varied
from direct control (operator in continuous control, does
not answer queries from the robot) to full collaboration
(high-level of operator-robot dialogue and interaction) 
autonomy (operator gives command, robot executes with-
out further interaction).

Additionally, we are interested in studying what is the
difference between simple interaction and collaboration. In
other words, at what point does human-machine interaction
allow the user and the robot to truly work together, to
jointly participate in decision making, and to collaborate
towards task achievement?

Future Work
Currently, the Query Manager only considers message pri-
ority and time validity when it performs query arbitration.
Consequently, query selection is not very discerning and
few queries are pruned before presentation to the user. To
improve the Query Manager’s performance, we need to use
a more sophisticated method which also takes into consid-
eration query difficulty and the capability (skill, availabil-
ity, etc.) of the user to respond.

To do this, we plan to develop a User Modeler for evalu-
ating the operator. The User Modeler will monitor the inter-
action between the user and the robot, and produce a metric
of the user’s capability based on responses given over time.
This metric will also provide an additional benefit by allow-
ing us to improve command arbitration, i.e., better weight-
ing of human commands.

We are also planning to add several high-level
behavior modules to increase the robot’s autonomous capa-
bilities. In particular, we will be integrating image-based
control modes such as a STRIPE (Kay 1997) style path des-
ignator and single-camera visual servoing (e.g,. object fol-
lowing). These behavior modules will enrich the dialogue
by allowing the user to converse at higher levels of abstrac-
tion.

Conclusion
We believe that collaborative control will allow us to solve
many of the problems associated with conventional human-
as-controller teleoperation. Collaborative control lessens
the impact of operator differences and handicaps on system
performance. It reduces the need for continuous human
involvement while enabling interaction appropriate for a
given situation. Collaborative control helps balance the
roles of operator and robot, giving the robot more freedom
in execution and allowing it to better function if the opera-
tor is inattentive or making errors.

By treating the operator as an limited, imprecise, and
noisy source of information, collaborative control allows
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use of human perception and cognition without requiring
continuous or time-critical response. Through the use of
dialogue, it improves human/robot interaction and enables
control flow to be dynamic, flexible, and adaptable. In
short, we believe that collaborative control provides an
effective framework which allows humans and robots to
work efficiently together, to jointly solve problems, and to
create robust teleoperation systems.
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